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INTRODUCTION

Your company may be gunning for the top 
of a broad market or establishing its own 
niche. You may be preparing for a buyout, 
to go public, or entering new geographies. 
All these motivations and more go into 
the way you design your partner program. 
Furthermore, vendors compete with many 
other vendors for their partners’ investment 
and ongoing attention. So it’s essential to 
design a compelling program to attract, 
recruit and retain a productive indirect sales 
force.

Resellers are typically 
looking for ROI within 
three to six months. 
If your product or 
service takes longer, 
resellers expect a 
bigger payday.
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To create value for your channel partner at all tiers, revenue potential must be proportional 

to the reseller’s investment in time and resources. And in coming up with an attractive offer, 

you have two corresponding levers on value: the reseller’s investment requirements, and the 

benefits that raise or lower his reward. Both vendor and channel partner must see potential 

rewards, and both must measure these against the risks of commitment.

While there are general guidelines for channel program design and segmentation best 

practices, you must recognize that when it comes to structuring and segmenting a partner 

program, all programs are different. Success in structuring your channel partner program 

requires knowing where your product or service is in the market adoption curve, where it 

stands relative to competitors, and what you want your program to accomplish.  So says 

Tricia Wurts, President of Wurts & Associates, Inc., a channel program consultancy of 26 

years with a range of clients including Dell, Red Hat and HP at the high end.

Broadly speaking, reseller reward goes up as the vendor offering’s market dominance goes 

down, and grows as reseller investment grows. Reward may also be impacted by the length 

of sales cycle. Resellers are typically looking for ROI within three to six months. If your 

product or service takes longer, resellers expect a bigger payday.

Here are some examples of how this plays out:

Your offering is in a mature market with many players, but you’re the market 

leader – When yours is a proven product with name recognition, you can set 

the training and revenue bar higher for the tiers in your channel program. While 

recognized revenue may not be as high, channel partners expect end-user 

awareness to boost their sales volume. Here, partners typically will fight to attain 

the higher tiers, where a bonus, incentive or additional benefits improve the overall 

gross margin.  

Your offering is in a mature market with many players, and you’re challenging 

incumbents – This is an uphill climb.  Consider: Why should a reseller pick you, if for 

the same revenue level they can sell a market leader with less effort? Here don’t set 

the revenue bar as high, so you entice resellers with the prospect of better profit.

Your offering is new in the market – There’s a lot of end-user education to be 

done in this position, as well as reseller staff training. Your partners’ prospects are 

limited to beta and early adopter types. Furthermore, risk is high. The partner has 
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no reassurance, in the form of previous history, that this will work out. You therefore 

might want to forego any revenue requirement at all for this reseller, especially at 

entry tiers. If your channel partner invests their employees’ time in training and 

certification, they have enough skin in the game to ensure a vendor that he will work 

at selling. Your requirements can be a certain amount of training and/or number 

of certifications. You can also set your recurring revenue percentages or discounts 

higher.

Even some household names, however, have no revenue requirements at their entry tier. 

To take Cisco as a classic example, that’s because attaining Cisco’s legendary certifications 

is sufficient investment. Cisco’s structured program includes certification tracks for every 

one of its many specializations. A reseller may start by training two to three or more people 

in one specialization. At the highest level, the reseller organization will hold multiple 

specializations. Partners will make that commitment because it’s known and proven that 

partnering with Cisco will be a productive relationship for them.

But say you want to challenge a dominant market leader, like a Cisco. As a new competitor 

up against a leader, you may not be in a position to set the revenue or the training bar 

high. One option is to reduce redundant training and certification costs for partners by 

recognizing the expertise the partner has already proven by attaining Cisco certification. You 

let the partner leverage his previous investment for the opportunity to earn better benefits, 

some of which might be additional discounts or rebates. For example, tell the potential 

partner, “Show us your [insert category leader name here] certifications, take some training 

to learn our specific product offerings and how we’re different, and we’ll give you these 

rewards.” 

Easing the path to sales

Sales enablement tools, such as market development funds, advertising, product literature 

and seminars, veer onto the benefits side, but it’s meaningless to look at a reseller’s ROI 

considerations without considering them, too. 

A vendor can improve its offer to resellers by smoothing their path to sales with major 

marketing muscle. This can be an effective way for an upstart company to challenge the 

industry leader. 
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• Offer to hold educational seminars in their area, assuming responsibility 

for content, presenters, and location costs. You market this seminar to their 

prospective and current customer lists, your partner closes the business. 

• Reduce reseller risk by guaranteeing quarterly rebates in addition to tiered 

discounts. 

• Lower the bar to entry by developing online, learn-as-you-go training. 

• If the offering is too new in the marketplace to expect much in the way of sales 

goals, require proof that a partner is filling a pipeline.      

Two examples of that proof:  

1. Answering X requests for quotes per quarter

2. Setting up X joint sales calls per quarter. 

Channel partner programs depend on so many factors that it’s logical to examine only the 

companies whose products and services most resemble yours; that’s certainly what your 

prospective partner is doing. But the best way to attract the right partners is to find those 

who best understand your product’s value to their customers, and offer them a program with 

a great requirements-to-benefits ratio.  When working to create segmentation practices for 

the tiers of your specific channel partner program, Relayware recommends working with a 

knowledgeable, reputable channel consultant, such as Tricia Wurts, President of Wurts & 

Associates, Inc. Experienced channel consultants, such as Wurtz, have architected many 

channel programs, and can provide guidance on tiering tailored to your specific program.

http://twurts@verizon.net
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Partnering Automation can help you simplify, co-ordinate and optimize your indirect channel 
management.   Some of the leading global companies including Lenovo, Sony, Tata and 
many more deploy Relayware as their Partnering Automation solution. Whether you want to 
enhance your partner portal, partner sales, partner marketing or partner training ... there’s 
a packaged solution ready for you. And best of all, it integrates seamlessly with your CRM 
system and is priced in a way that lets you choose what’s right for you right now yet scale as 
your business grows and evolves.  Simply call us on 1 201 433 3331 for more information or 
visit our website www.Relayware.com

If you have found this guide helpful, don’t forget to download your copy of “The Quick 
Guide to High-Performing Partner Portals” and “The Quick Guide to Channel Partner 
Health”.

Relayware is a leading SaaS-based partnering automation company, serving hi-tech, manufacturing, telecom-

munications, financial services and insurance companies around the world. Providing a comprehensive range 

of partner-centric applications, including partner portals, training, Sales and marketing packs that unlock the 

key to partner productivity. Relayware delivers greater Partner engagement, productivity and return on indirect 

channel investment. At the core of Relayware is the Partner Cloud, a platform for deploying and integrating the 

communication tools that simplify and extend partner processes beyond the enterprise.

www.relayware.com
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